Five foundational essays by experts in sacramental theology and liturgy provide the themes and pathways of this resource, which uses video, text, graphics and music to help the user enrich their understanding and deepen their appreciation of the Eucharist.

Filmed in churches and cathedrals in the USA, Ireland, England, Scotland, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, South Africa and India and with commentary from translators, scholars, liturgists and pastors, this resource highlights the biblical imagery that pervades the liturgical texts of the Roman Missal.

Designed as a catechetical resource for a range of audiences including bishops, priests, deacons and other ministers, catechists and educators, parish communities, faith formation groups, families — for the whole Catholic community.

Become One Body One Spirit In Christ is an interactive DVD which explores the depth, richness, and layers of meaning of the liturgical texts of the Roman Missal ('Missale Romanum,' 2002, 2008).
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OVERVIEW OF THE INTERACTIVE DVD

This resource provides five Pathways for deepening our understanding of the meaning and significance of the Eucharist in our lives.

1 **EXPLORING THE MASS**
   There are three sections:
   - SCRIPTURAL FOUNDATIONS
   - EVOLUTION OF THE MASS
   - THEOLOGICAL REFLECTIONS

2 **RECEIVING THIS ENGLISH TRANSLATION**
   There are four sections:
   - THE TRANSLATORS’ TASK
   - ISSUES OF TRANSLATION
   - CHANGES TO THE TEXT
   - CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES

3 **CRAFTING THE ART OF LITURGY**
   There are five sections:
   - LITURGY AS ART
   - LITURGICAL PRAYER
   - LITURGICAL MINISTRIES
   - ART IN THE LITURGY
   - LITURGICAL MUSIC

4 **CELEBRATING THE EUCHARIST**
   There are five sections:
   - INTRODUCTORY RITES
   - LITURGY OF THE WORD
   - LITURGICAL MINISTRIES
   - CONCLUDING RITES
   - EXPLORE THE TEXT

5 **LIVING A EUCHARISTIC LIFE**
   There are three sections:
   - DISMISSAL FOR MISSION
   - BELIEVE, PRAY AND ACT
   - RENEWAL OF HOPE
HOW TO USE THIS RESOURCE
ME PĒNEI TE WHAKAMAHI I TĒNEI RAUEMI

This resource will be of use to:
• Presiders.
• Parish liturgy groups.
• School liturgy groups.
• Directors of Religious Studies.
• Liturgical ministers: Musicians, Readers, Extraordinary Ministers of Holy Communion…
• RCIA coordinators.

Steps to take BEFORE you meet with your group:
• Choose the Pathway that best suits the needs of your group.
• Review the WHOLE of the Pathway.
• Choose the SECTION of the Pathway that you wish to use for the meeting.
• Review this SECTION a number of times so that you are familiar with its contents and how to best navigate through the section.
• It is important to choose manageable sections that will allow time for prayer, reflection and discussion.
• Most sessions will usually last one hour. Divide your time to include:
  ‣ Welcome
  ‣ Prayer
  ‣ DVD
  ‣ Reflection
  ‣ Discussion and Summary
  ‣ Final Prayer
At the meeting
• **CHECK**: Check that the DVD is ready to run and that everything you need for the meeting is at hand, this includes the prayer at the beginning and the final prayer.
• **WELCOME**: Welcome the participants.
• **PRAY**: Begin with prayer (ensure that this is chosen before the meeting).
• **PROCESS**: Explain the process - which Pathway has been chosen and what particular section will be used for the meeting.
• **VIEW**: Show the section of the DVD.
• **REFLECT**: At the end of the section invite the participants to reflect on what they have seen. Give the members of the group a few minutes to do this. We recommend four questions as good starting points:
  - What inspires you?
  - What challenges you?
  - What confuses you?
  - What enlivens you?
• **DISCUSS**: Give participants time to share the reflections on the four questions.
• **PRAY**: End the session with prayer.

**DIOCESAN ASSISTANCE**

**KO TE TAUTOKO O TE TIOHĒHI**

**Auckland**: Louise Campbell 09 378-4380 extn 9842 | louise@cda.org.nz
**Hamilton**: Fr Trevor Murray 07 956-6807 | director@nlo.org.nz
**Palmerston North**: Mark Richards 06 350-3823 | mrichards@pndiocese.org.nz
Danny Karatea-Goddard 06 350-3821 | dkaratea-goddard@pndiocese.org.nz
**Wellington**: Lorraine McArthur 04 496-1706 | l.mcarthur@wn.catholic.org.nz
**Christchurch**: Marianne Daly 03 366-9869 | mdaly@chch.catholic.org.nz
**Dunedin**: Fr Tony Harrison 03 442-8414 | tonyharr@es.co.nz